Chief Executive’s Report – 22 March 2019
1. Introduction
This agenda looks at the following areas:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Update – particularly Brexit response, updates on recent business closure
announcements and next steps for Business Leadership group and business
engagement–
A summary note of the Annual Performance Review and feedback letter
Updated Articles of Association and process for adoption– for approval
Productivity Strategy Delivery Plan – for approval in separate paper Update on
progress of the emerging Local Industrial Strategy
Endorsements on bids for the Future High Streets Fund
Progress report on the Target Operating Model and Approval for Delivery Plan for
2019/20
A presentation on our skills strategy and the actions relating to the establishment of a
Skills Advisory Panel (SAP)
Next steps on the SW Energy Strategy Review on sponsorship proposals considered
by F&R

Decisions/Action Required for this Board in this report
Agree the updated Articles of Association
Agree the HOTSW Delivery Plan for 19/20 – a requirement under the revised National
Assurance Guidance
Headline Events since last Board meeting
•

EU Withdrawal Agreement – to be updated at the meeting. The BROG group met in
early March and will meet again on April 2nd.

•

Westminster Hall Debate – Economy of the SW – hosted/promoted by Sir Gary
Streeter, this took place with some 15 MPs attending, A summary note has been
circulated previously.

•

The LIS Progress Statement and Command Paper was published and circulated on
February 1st and the LIS Project Board have agreed to move to Stage 2 – Drafting
and initial Government Departments Engagement. The first Government engagement
meetings are scheduled for March 28th, 2019.

•

A Stronger Towns Fund has been announced to be funded through the LEP –
although details and actual allocations by LEP are still to be confirmed. There is also
a bidding option, but little further information is known at this stage

•

DfT published their Invest in the SW document https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/779543/investing-in-the-sw.pdf and the Secretary of State visited the
region on 15 February when £80m funding for the sea wall at Dawlish was confirmed
and the Forder Valley link road was approved.

•

The LEP hosted with MHCLG Future High Street Fund session at the Corn
Exchange, Exeter

•

The Annual Performance Review conclusions were received om March 11th with an
overall rating of good. The Accountable Body submitted the funding application for
core funding 19/20 in early March

•

Junction 25 started on site; a contractor was agreed for the Forder Valley Link
Road.

Summary
At the last Board meeting I identified the key activities to be completed by Easter – as
follows with updates
•

Secure agreement on the LIS Command Paper and initiate Stage 2 (drafting and
stakeholder engagement) of HotSW Local Industrial Strategy – Achieved.

•

Sign-off our delivery plan (The Target Operating Model) and budget – 19/20 Budget
was agreed by F&R at their February meeting; Delivery Plan on today’s agenda

•

Agree the final HOTSW Productivity Delivery Plan – March – on today’s agenda
and going to the joint committee

•

Secure sign off of the supply chain by BEIS element of the Nuclear Sector Deal
including secured funding for the south west – Not yet achieved. Bid submitted in
February with AMRC but BEIS have asked for lots of amends. Revised bid due to be
submitted in March 2019 but will not be considered by BEIS until at least May

•

Develop a pipeline of activity in line with the priorities set out in the Productivity
Delivery Plan – ongoing for May Board

•

Secure a Westminster City Hall debate on the south west sponsored by a local MP –
Achieved. Took place in February 2019 and proposed launch of SW APPG
scheduled for April 30th, 2019

What’s going well and what isn’t
I would like to draw attention to the following successes / challenges / decisions/ feedback
needed.

i.

Recent Business Closures/announcements

At the last Board meeting, we highlighted a number of significant business announcements
relating to local companies – e.g. Wolf Minerals, Appledore Shipyard, Flybe and Barden for
example. Most of these discussions are ongoing with the LEP directly involved or through
the relevant Local Authority.
Flybe - Board Members will be aware that the sale of Flybe to the Connect Air consortia
(which includes Stobart and Virgin Atlantic) was completed on February 22nd, 2019. Local
partners are working together ahead of meeting the new owners.
Appledore shipyard closed on March 15th, 2019 – the local task force is working effectively
on supporting the current workforce and future uses for the site. A sale prior to Babcock
formerly winding up the yard would be beneficial.
Barden – I have had a recent broadly positive update from Barden which can be outlined
privately at the meeting.
British Ceramic Tiles – a local task force has been established to support the current work
force and progress sale. The preferred solution is to retain capability of the plant and there is
optimism that this can be achieved.
Wolf Minerals – discussion with interested parties remain ongoing (with a complicated set of
issues).
Premier Foods are no longer closing the Ambrosia facility
Clarks (in Street) has announced a closure of a pilot manufacturing line affecting about 40
jobs.
ii.

Brexit Resilience and Opportunities

in partnership with the Joint Committee the work of BROG has stepped up including
preparing alongside the Local Resilience Forums for a No Deal scenario. In addition, there
are now regular briefings with Government officials coordinated through the LEP network.
iii.

Annual Performance Review

We received feedback by letter on March 11th. The LEP identified as overall good.
iv.

Productivity Delivery Plan

The updated delivery plan will go to joint committee and the LEP to the March meeting.
Following discussion with Government at the APR meeting, we are proposing to strengthen
our pipeline of projects with direct reference to the key priorities within the Productivity
Delivery Plan. We are intending to bring a Growth Deal 4 type prospectus probably to the
May LEP Board meeting. The consultation of UKSPF has not yet been announced.
v.

Operating Model

A separate paper is attached for information (agenda item 6.3) commercially confidential
The revised Articles have been attached to this report (appendix 4) together with the formal
process for their adoption. In addition, F&R have agreed a rolling replacement policy
(appendix 5) which puts in place an annual Board Member renewal process and means that
having complete his 6 year at the end of this calendar year, we will be advertising for a new
Chair, in line with the open process required through the LEP review.
The Board are asked to agree the 19/20 Delivery Plan and subject to the Articles being
agreed start the process for appointing a new Board Member and a new Chair.
vi.

Our transport programmes

An update is provided in section 3F, Other operational reports within this CEX report.
vii.

European Structural Funds

An update is provided as a separate report (agenda item 6.5) commercially confidential
viii.

Hinkley Strategic Delivery Forum / Sector Deal

The HSDF meeting was cancelled at the end of January due to the weather.
A Supply Chain bid submitted in February with AMRC, New Anglia and Cumbria LEPs but
BEIS have asked for lots of amends. Revised bid due to be submitted in March 2019 but will
not be considered by BEIS until at least May.
The NIC have established 5 working groups to drive the sector deal with a funded PMO etc.
We have been asked to represent Places on the Winning UK Business group, chaired by the
AMRC and responsible for securing the supply chain programme and increasing exporting.
ix.

Growth Hub

A draft evaluation report on Growth Hub performance has been prepared.
x.

Joint LEP Energy Strategy

This report was presented to the Place Leadership group and the south-west energy hub
has been launched. The report sets out a proposed way forward (agenda item 6.4)
xi.

Rural Productivity Plan

The GSW have not met since the last Board and therefore the Rural Productivity Plan has
not progressed further
xii.

The LEP Review

Feedback following the Annual Performance Review has confirmed that HMG are content
with our Governance approach as an incorporated dormant company with staff employed
through third parties supported by SLAs although these will need to highlight the
independent nature of any advice. The NAO are reviewing progress in April/May, so their
feedback could have some weight in the assessment of LEPs generally.

xiii.

Local Industrial Strategy – Wave 2

Following the last Board meeting, the Command paper and Progress Statement se were
published on February 1st and we are now drafting the LIS and can update on meetings with
Government departments and other LEPs. In addition, a number of business conversations
are taking place across the area.
Adrian Dawson has agreed to lead the drafting stage and we have agreed a structure with
HMG. It is intended to have a working draft by early May reporting back to both joint
committee and the LEP Board at their May meetings.
Government Department engagement is due to kick off on March 28th. We have drafted 4
initial conversations – with the Grand Challenge teams for Clean Growth, propositions
around data and high-tech engineering and a rural /food and drink conversation with
DEFRA/BEIS.
xiv.

Future High Streets Fund

We have completed endorsements for some 11 expressions of interest across the HotSW
area
xv.

Sponsorship

Ahead of the next AGM, F&R reviewed the approach to sponsorship and have concluded not
to offer direct sponsorship to our events as it could result in inappropriate conflicts of
interest. F&R were supportive of looking at sponsorship for things like food etc but broadly
Events would be funded out of core budget, but they asked that the Annual Meeting reduced
its costs.
xvi.
Scrutiny
The second Scrutiny Panel was held on 4th February 2019– a workshop on the development
of the LIS and a formal meeting looking at our annual performance review and setting out
our proposals to look at addressing issues of social inclusion for which I supported Board
Member Martha Wilkinson.
The committee is interested in looking at issues to support the circular economy/clean
growth at their next meeting when we hope they will contribute to the development of the
draft LIS.
xvii.

Communications

We were pleased with the Westminster Hall debate on the south west economy in early
February and received a response from Jake Berry MP. The Hansard report and a summary
have been previously circulated. On the basis of this, local MPs have agreed to reinstate a
south west APPG, chaired by Sir Gary Streeter which we hope will be launched at the House
of Commons on April 30th, 2019.

To support this event, we hope that Sir Gary and the Chair will host a small reception for
local partners at the House in the early evening – details to be confirmed.
A series of 1:1 engagement with MPs have been diarised at the beginning of April.
xviii

Stronger Towns Fund

You will all have seen the announcement about this Fund, which included regional
allocations. (I understand that more detail will come out on allocations at a LEP geography
level, and that the bulk of the funding will flow from 2020/21 onwards.)
The Rt Hon James Brokenshire MP made a statement to the House on Monday 4th March.
He referred to a Prospectus, which I understand will come out in Summer 2019. I don’t
expect there will be any more public statements until after local elections. (Purdah runs from
26th March to 2nd May, the date of local elections.)
In the Towns Fund, LEPs / MCAs will take a leading role, as described by the Secretary of
State in his Statement ... “No one knows towns better than the local councils which serve
them, and we want to ensure that local enterprise partnerships and mayoral combined
authorities take a leading role. The Business Secretary and I are working with them on the
development of local industrial strategies across England.
While this is a new fund, it’s clear that the articulation of ‘place’ is very important in the Local
Industrial Strategy, which includes telling the economic story of towns. Where are the assets
that will create the growth, where are jobs, where do people live and commute to and where
are the opportunities?
I understand that this is a separate fund to the UK Shared Prosperity Fund, on which a
consultation is still planned.
Xix

UKSPF

Building on the above, The LEP Network has identified an increase in views on UKSPF
including.
a) Regional funding after Brexit: produced by the think tank IPPR. Their regional funding
report proposes that the SPF funding is administered through combined authorities, with
LEPs playing an advisory role. I’m not sure how seriously to take this report when they refer
to there being 39 LEPs in England, and that the ESIF is delivered through LEPs! But the
point remains, the noise in this space is growing.
b) Local Government Chronicle: the LGC article reporting that senior councillors have
voiced concerns that the post-Brexit Shared Prosperity Fund will be allocated to LEPs rather
than councils. If you don’t have access to this LGC article, they report that the MHCLG
Secretary of State attended an LGA Councillor’s forum recently where some attendees
called for clarification as briefings from MHCLG officials and discussions with their local
LEPs had caused confusion.

LGA chair Cllr Gary Porter (Con) is quoted by the LGC as saying: “Until I hear the secretary
of state say otherwise, I am going to assume it is going through local government. We have
never discussed this going through LEPs. We are not having it.”
The LGC state that Cllr Martin Tett (Con), chairman of the LGA’s environment, economy,
housing and transport board, said the LGA should state its position on the distribution of the
shared prosperity fund before the consultation is launched.
Cllr Kevin Bentley (Con), chair of the LGA’s Brexit taskforce, is quoted in the LGC article as
saying: “If all the money went to LEPs that would be a matter of concern.” He agreed that the
LGA should state its position ahead of the consultation.
What are the key decisions anticipated at our next board(s)
•
•

Local Industrial Strategy – 1st draft (/May)
Pipeline Prospectus – key delivery priorities set out in the Productivity Plan (May)

2. LEP Dashboards
a) Economic
Please note that the data provides a snapshot from the current data and the national
sources used often do not present the most up to date picture. For a more up to date picture
of the local economy that takes account of the very latest developments Board Directors are
encouraged to contact their local economic development teams. If directors require any
further amplification on the data sources, please do let us know.

